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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company wants to track whether someone is present in a meeting room reserved for a
scheduled meeting. There are 1000 meeting rooms across 5 offices on 3 continents. Each room
is equipped with a motion sensor that reports its status every second. The data from the
motion detector includes only a sensor ID and several different discrete items of information.
Analysts will use this data, together with information about account owners and office
locations.
Which database type should you use?
A. Blobstore
B. Relational
C. Flat file
D. NoSQL
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Relational databases were not designed to cope with the scale and agility challenges that face
modern applications, nor were they built to take advantage of the commodity storage and
processing power available today.
NoSQL fits well for:
Developers are working with applications that create massive volumes of new, rapidly
changing data
types - structured, semi-structured, unstructured and polymorphic data.
Incorrect Answers:
D: The Blobstore API allows your application to serve data objects, called blobs, that are much
larger than the size allowed for objects in the Datastore service. Blobs are useful for serving
large files, such as video or image files, and for allowing users to upload large data files.
References: https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which two server tasks are responsible for keeping view indexes and full-text indexes
up-to-date? (Choose two.)
A. View
B. Indexer
C. Update
D. Index
E. Updall
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which feature of vSphere networking protects hosts from losing connection to vCenter Server
as a result of misconfiguration of the management network?
A. Private VLAN
B. Health Check
C. NIC Teaming
D. Rollback
Answer: D
Explanation:
By rolling configuration changes back, vSphere protects hosts from losing connection to
vCenter Server as a result from misconfiguration of the management network.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
import java.util.*;
public class SearchText {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Object[] array1 = new Object[3];
array1[0] = "foo"; array1[0] = 1;
array1[0] = 'a';
int index = Arrays.binarySearch(array1, "bar");
System.out.println(index);
}
}
What is the result?
A. 0
B. An exception is thrown at runtime
C. 1
D. Compilation fails
E. - 1
Answer: B
Explanation:
The code compiles fine.
An exception is thrown at runtime due to data type comparison mismatch:
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.ClassCastException: java.lang.String cannot be cast to
java.lang.Integer
at java.lang.Integer.compareTo(Integer.java:52)
at java.util.Arrays.binarySearch0(Arrays.java:1481)
at java.util.Arrays.binarySearch(Arrays.java:1423)
at searchtext.SearchText.main(SearchText.java:22)

Note:binarySearch
public static int binarySearch(char[] a,
char key)
Searches the specified array of chars for the specified value using the binary search algorithm.
The array must be sorted (as by the sort method, above) prior to making this call. If it is not
sorted,
the results are undefined. If the array contains multiple elements with the specified value, there
is
no guarantee which one will be found.
Parameters:
a - the array to be searched.
key - the value to be searched for.
Returns:
index of the search key, if it is contained in the list; otherwise, (-(insertion point) - 1). The
insertion
point is defined as the point at which the key would be inserted into the list: the index of the
first element greater than the key, or list.size(), if all elements in the list are less than the
specified key. Note that this guarantees that the return value will be >= 0 if and only if the key is
found.
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